No formal action will be taken on the items listed below during this meeting. This is an informational meeting only. Items do not have to be taken in the order shown on this notice.

I. Update 109 Affecting Local Policies

- BBE(LOCAL): BOARD MEMBERS - AUTHORITY
- CDA(LOCAL): OTHER REVENUES - INVESTMENTS
- CKC(LOCAL): SAFETY PROGRAM/RISK MANAGEMENT - EMERGENCY PLANS
- CNA(LOCAL): TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT - STUDENT TRANSPORTATION
- CO(LOCAL): FOOD SERVICES MANAGEMENT
- DF(LOCAL): TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT
- DH(LOCAL): EMPLOYEE STANDARDS OF CONDUCT
- EHB(LOCAL): SPECIAL EDUCATION - VIDEO/AUDIO MONITORING
- EJ(LOCAL): ACADEMIC GUIDANCE PROGRAM
- FEA(LOCAL): ATTENDANCE - COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE
- FFAA(LOCAL): WELLNESS AND HEALTH SERVICES - PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS
- FFF(LOCAL): STUDENT WELFARE - STUDENT SAFETY
- FFI(LOCAL): STUDENT WELFARE - FREEDOM FROM BULLYING
- GBAA(LOCAL): INFORMATION ACCESS - REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION
- GKA(LOCAL): COMMUNITY RELATIONS - CONDUCT ON SCHOOL PREMISES
- GKC(LOCAL): COMMUNITY RELATIONS - VISITORS
- GKE(LOCAL): COMMUNITY RELATIONS - BUSINESS, CIVIC, AND YOUTH GROUPS
II. New Business

- BQA(LOCAL): PLANNING AND DECISION – MAKING PROCESS DISTRICT LEVEL
- CQA(LOCAL): TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES – DISTRICT, CAMPUS, AND CLASSROOM WEBSITES
- DEC(LOCAL): COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS – LEAVES AND ABSENCES

III. Old Business/Comments

The notice for this meeting was posted in compliance with the Texas Open Meetings Act on Wednesday, January 31, 2018 at 4:30 P.M. by Dr. Annette Scott, Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum & Instruction.